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Benjamin is meant to be a great doctor; he’s certain of it.

But his first experience as a junior doctor in the hospital ward where his father works doesn’t turn out the way he hoped it would.

Responsibility is overwhelming; his father is all but present, and his co-junior partner, a foreign doctor, is far more experimented than he is.

This internship will force Benjamin to confront his limits… and start his way to adulthood.
Before you became a filmmaker, you studied medicine. How autobiographical is *Hippocrates*?

I didn’t just study medicine, I practiced as a doctor. My medical career ran alongside that as a self-taught filmmaker, until the preproduction of my first film, *Les Yeux Bandés*. For my second movie, I wanted to tie together the two threads. *Hippocrates* is, therefore, an autobiographical film without being a true story. Benjamin is me, but he remains a fictional alter-ego. Like him, I was a very young intern. Like him, my father was a doctor. But beyond my personal experiences in medicine, I wanted to talk about the structure and workings of the hospital through my protagonist.

*Hippocrates* actually has two central characters, Benjamin and Abdel.

That’s the paradox of this project. Originally, I didn’t want to focus on Benjamin, but pay tribute to the foreign doctors I met in my hospital work. In the end, they taught me medicine: the guys who are there at night or when the going gets tough, the 35-45 year-old foreigners, who have been around the block and with whom you forge bonds of friendship or fraternity. Initially, *Hippocrates* was the story of Abdel.

Those bonds put the question of initiation rites at the heart of *Hippocrates*. They are a crucial part of life in the hospital, where almost all the action takes place.

Throughout the writing process, the script spontaneously and almost systematically rejected anything that happened outside the hospital. This curious phenomenon continued in editing, when more scenes outside were dispensed with. Benjamin and Abdel’s trip to Pigalle was much more developed, but shrunk of its own accord, most likely because the reality of hospitals is that they are exclusive, closed-off locations. As an intern, you spend 90% of your time there. Every social rite—male friendships, love, discovering responsibilities, the relationship with death—takes place on the inside. It became organically apparent that *Hippocrates* had to take place there.

The unity of place involves settling a major issue: how to film or embody the hospital?

That’s one of the major gambles in *Hippocrates*, especially since it has been filmed to excess by TV in the last twenty years, feeding the collective unconscious with a set image. One of the escape routes was to film human interactions within the setting, rather than the place, but without betraying its reality. I never lost sight of that reality when we were filming, because it drives the film and its artistic choices. For example, the diversity of settings: most hospitals in Paris are laid out like campuses, with no two buildings alike and all of them with clearly defined functions. Those different atmospheres had to be reconstituted without losing track of the characters who inhabit the buildings. That’s the image of this place that sticks in my mind: men and women milling around and co-existing. The walls are nothing but a cocoon.

The way you film life there is a different vision than that which French cinema traditionally had of hospital life. Usually, it’s shown as a world of bigwigs whose interactions are administrative within a «secure» environment...

Contemporary hospitals are no longer ultra-modern locations: some are damaged and derelict. The heads of department are now public officials who, while far from destitute, earn significantly less than specialists in private practice. 30-40% of doctors working in public hospitals are foreigners from outside the European Union, underpaid and, to a certain extent, living precarious existences. I wanted to show that without it being the subject of the film, which isn’t a story built around those themes. It’s not an indictment.
Its climax has clear social, or even political, relevance however, with the interns on the point of voting to go on strike.

True. I didn’t plan it that way—more the sense of filming a collective movement in this type of structure. It was to avoid overplaying these social themes that the story intentionally resorts to more fictional aspects, such as Benjamin’s accident. That’s what permits the scene you mention to occur. Movements and revolutions are never triggered by dissatisfaction or systemic flaws, of any kind, but by precise events with strong emotional impact. Generally, I tried to structure *Hippocrates* from that point of view.

That scene only works because all the faces in it have become familiar to us throughout the film. The story of Benjamin and Abdel is the epicenter, but it’s important to show the collective aspect, to make the audience curious about even minor secondary characters. None of them are there solely to serve a purpose; they all have something at stake, however minor. Of course, telling a story about a place like that today means saying more than that. I don’t remember who said you could tell the state of a country from its prisons. I think it’s also true of its hospitals, but that wasn’t my aim. Without dodging that aspect, *Hippocrates* is not a manifesto.

Is it that desire not to reduce *Hippocrates* to social commentary that led you to develop the suspense around a medical error as the thread running through the story?

As a director, I aim for entertainment. Without veering into crime movie or medical thriller territory, I wanted to talk about medical errors and their implications. And through them, issues of impunity. The three pillars of the hospital world—nepotism, corporatism and ethics—are still very present. It’s what I’ve always known. I wanted to discuss the perverse effects of a hierarchical environment: sure, it can protect but it does not prevent guilt, it doesn’t stop anyone from having doubts. When I was a young intern, it’s that relationship with impunity that caused me most grief because it enables one to glide from ethics to morality when there are grounds to wonder if, in the absence of punishment for an error, it was ever actually committed. And it’s an even more important question for a young intern like Benjamin.

The age differences between the characters have real importance in *Hippocrates*. Benjamin finds himself opposite Abdel, who is a dozen years older than him, and his father. Did this generational aspect influence you when you were casting the picture?

Like many people, I first noticed Vincent Lacoste in *The French Kissers (Les Beaux Gosses)*. I wouldn’t say that I wrote *Hippocrates* for him, but very soon I sensed the proximity with the character of Benjamin. In any case, I wanted a very young actor and not, as if often the case, to have a 20-year-old played by a 30-year-old. Reda Kateb’s natural authority, on screen and in real life, made him another obvious choice early on. There’s no real explanation for my choice other than instinct. I sensed something in him very close to the foreign doctors I had worked with. So both actors seemed natural choices for their characters.

*Hippocrates* also has some very picturesque minor characters, notably Philippe Rebbot who recounts an episode of Dr. House in a hilarious scene, which emphasizes that hospitals have gone from one of French cinema’s favorite settings in the 70s to almost exclusive territory of TV series. How do you explain that transition?

First of all, it’s the reality: people who work in hospitals are very keen on medical series. Also, I think hospitals are the perfect place for those kinds of intrigues. TV has exploited that, from soap operas to crime series. Before that, TV took certain professions and made heroes of them, literally in some cases, but without ever really telling the story of the character’s world, which is precisely what I wanted to do with *Hippocrates*. My initial idea was not to tell the story of a young medical intern, but the story behind the scenes.
Before graduating from medical school, Thomas Lilti directed three shorts, *Quelques heures en hiver*, *Après l’enfance* and *Roue libre*. He is an atypical filmmaker because he continues to practice as a primary-care physician alongside his work as a writer and director. In recent years, he has developed numerous projects for TV and cinema, including his own debut feature, *Les yeux bandés*, starring Guillaume Depardieu, which was released in 2008. He also co-wrote *Télé GaUCHO* with Michel Leclerc, and *Mariage à Mendoza* with Edouard Deluc.
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